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The purpose of this article is to study globally positive solutions of a
Ž .linear nonautonomous parabolic partial differential equation PDE of
second order,
n 2 n› u › u
u s a x q a x q a t , x u , t g R, x g V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýt i j i 0› x › x › xi j ii , js1 is1
EŽ .
where V ; R n is a bounded domain, complemented with the homogenous
Dirichlet boundary conditions,
u t , x s 0, t g R, x g › V . BCŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .The main result Theorem 2.11 states that the set of solutions to E and
Ž .BC that are defined and of constant sign for all t g R and x g V is a
one-dimensional vector space.
w xS.-N, Chow, K. Lu, and J. Mallet-Paret in their 1995 article 4 were the
Ž w x.first to address the issue for n s 1 see also their earlier article 3 . In
fact, they proved much more: There is an invariant decomposition of the
Ž .vector space of all global in time solutions into the direct sum of
countably many one-dimensional subspaces indexed by positive integers l.
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They obtained a characterization of the lth subspace as the set of all
Ž .global solutions for which the Matano lap number is constantly l y 1.
w xFor a general space dimension n, the present author in 7 considered
the problem of characterizing globally positive solutions of a linear second
Ž .order parabolic PDE under Robin regular oblique boundary conditions.
The reasoning from that article, however, fails to carry over to general
boundary conditions.
ŽThis article is organized as follows. The starting point is to show in
. Ž . Ž .Section 1 that the solution operator for E and BC and all limits of its
Ž .time translates possess a sufficiently regular kernel Green's function .
Our principal results are included in Section 2. Here, by applying ideas
from the theory of linear skew-product semidynamical systems on Banach
bundles, we show that globally positive solutions must be contained in
some invariant subbundle of dimension 1. In the Appendix generalizations
to other boundary conditions are given.
1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS
n Ž . 4We write R s x , . . . , x : x g R for the n-dimensional real-vector1 n i
5 5 ny1 nspace with the Euclidean norm ? , and S for the unit sphere in R .
For a function f : S “ Y, where S ; R n and Y is a Banach space, we
n Žuse the notation D [ ›r› x . If f is defined on S ; R = R s t, x ,i i 1
.4. . . , x , we write D [ ›r› t. However, as usual, D means D D . Then t i j i j
derivatives may be considered in the classical sense, or in the distribution
sense, depending on the context. For v g Sny1 we understand by D thev
directional derivative in the direction of v.
Ž .Given Banach spaces X, Y, we write L X, Y for the Banach space of
bounded linear maps from X into Y endowed with the uniform operator
Ž . Ž .topology the norm topology , and we write K X, Y for the set of compact
Ž . Ž .completely continuous operators in L X, Y . If X s Y we write simply
Ž . Ž .L X and K X .
For a metrizable topological space S and a topological vector space Y
Ž .the symbol C S, Y denotes the vector space of continuous functions from
n 1Ž . Ž 2Ž ..S into Y. If S ; R , C S, Y resp., C S, Y stands for the vector space
Ž .of once resp., twice continuously differentiable functions. When S is
iŽ . Ž .compact and Y is a Banach space, C S, Y , C S, Y , are understood to be
iŽ . Ž .Banach spaces with the usual norms. If Y s R we write C S , C S .
Throughout the article A defines the differential operator,
n n
Au [ y a x D u y a x D u , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j i j i i
i , js1 is1
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where V ; R n is a bounded domain with boundary › V of class C 2,
2 nŽ . Ž .V s V j › V, a s a g C V , Ý a x j j ) 0 for each x g V andi j ji i, js1 i j i j
n 1Ž . Ž .each nonzero j , . . . , j g R , a g C V . If the principal part of A is1 n i
in the divergence form,
n n
Au s y D a x D u y a x D u ,Ž . Ž .ÄŽ .Ý Ýi i j j i i
i , js1 is1
1Ž .it suffices to assume a g C V .i j
By B we denote the boundary operator,
<Bu [ u . 1.2Ž .› V
i iŽ .  Ž . 4 Ž .For i s 1, 2, define C V [ u g C V : Bu s 0 . Similarly, C V [0 0
i Ž . 4 Ž . Ž Ž ..u g C V : Bu s 0 . It is obvious that C V resp., C V is a closed0 0
iŽ . Ž Ž ..subspace of the Banach spaced C V resp., C V .
2Ž .From now on we denote by A the closure of A in L V and we assume
‘Ž .that a g L R = V is fixed. Put0
R [ ess sup a t , x .Ž .0
tgR , xgV
‘Ž .It is well known that the closed ball in L R = V with center 0 and radius
R endowed with the weakU topology is a metrizable compact space.
‘Ž .For b g L R = V and t g R by the t-translate, b ? t, of b we under-
Ž .Ž . Ž .stand the function b ? t s, x [ b t q s, x for a.e. s g R and a.e. x g V.
Define the hull B of a as the closure in the weakU topology of the set0
 4a ? t: t g R .0
Ž . Ž .For b g B and a measurable function u: V “ R set N b u [ b 0, ? u.
Ž . Ž 2Ž ..The multiplication operator N b is easily seen to belong to L L V .
Ž .By a mild solution to the parabolic partial differential equation,
n n
D u s a x D u q a x D u q b t , x , t ) 0, x g V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýt i j i j i i
i , js1 is1
1.3Ž .
with the boundary condition,
u t , x s 0, t ) 0, x g › V , 1.4Ž . Ž .
satisfying the initial condition,
u 0, x s u x , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .0
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2Ž .where u g L V , and b g B is considered a parameter, we understand a0
Ž . Žw . 2Ž ..function u ?; b, u g C 0, ‘ , L V satisfying the integral equation,0
tyA t yAŽ tys.u t s e u q e N b ? s u s ds, for all t G 0, 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
0
 yA t4where e is the holomorphic semigroup of bounded linear opera-t G 0
2Ž . Ž .tors on L V generated by yA .
The proof of the next result may be patterned after the proof of
w xTheorem 3.3 in Chow, Lu, and Mallet-Paret 4 and Theorem 1.3 in
w xMierczynski 7 , and we do not present it here.Â
Ž . 2Ž .THEOREM 1.1. i For each b g B, and u g L V there exists a unique0
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution u ?; b, u to 1.3 ] 1.5 .0
Ž .ii For each T ) 0 the mapping,
2 w x 2B = L V 2 b , u ‹ u ?; b , u g C 0, T , L VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
is continuous.
Ž .iii For any 0 F T F T the mapping,1 2
2 1w xB 2 b ‹ u ?; b , ? g C T , T , K L V , C VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2 0
is continuous.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Recall that to E and BC we assign the formally adjoint equation,
n n
D ¤ s y D a x ¤ q D a x ¤ y a t , x ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýt i j i j i i 0
i , js1 is1
t - 0, x g V , E>Ž .
complemented with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions,
¤ t , x s 0, t - 0, x g › V . BC >Ž . Ž .
We define the adjoint differential operator,
n n>A ¤ [ y D a x ¤ q D a x ¤ , 1.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi j i j i i
i , js1 is1
and the adjoint boundary operator B > [ B.
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X > 2Ž . 2Ž .Let A stand for the closure of A in L V . For b g B and ¤ g L V0
Ž . ŽŽ x 2Ž .. Ž .we say that ¤ ?; b, u g C y‘, 0 , L V is a mild solution to the0
equation,
n n
D ¤ s y D a x ¤ q D a x ¤ y b t , x ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýt i j i j i i
i , js1 is1
t - 0, x g V , 1.8Ž .
with the boundary condition,
¤ t , x s 0, t - 0, x g › V , 1.9Ž . Ž .
satisfying the initial condition
¤ 0, x s ¤ x , 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .0
if it satisfies the integral equation,
X 0 XyA Žy t . yA Ž syt .¤ t s e ¤ q e N b ? s ¤ s ds, for all t F 0, 1.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
t
 yAX t4where e is the holomorphic semigroup of bounded linear opera-t G 0
2Ž . Ž X.tors on L V generated by yA .
Obviously we have the following counterpart to Theorem 1.1:
Ž . 2Ž .THEOREM 1.2. i For each b g B and ¤ g L V there exists a unique0
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution ¤ ?; b, ¤ to 1.8 ] 1.10 .0
Ž .ii For each T - 0 the mapping,
2 w x 2B = L V 2 b , ¤ ‹ ¤ ?; b , ¤ g C T , 0 , L VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
is continuous.
Ž .iii For any T F T - 0 the mapping,1 2
2 1w xB 2 b ‹ ¤ ?; ¤ , ? g C T , T , K L V , C VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2 0
is continuous.
We mention here an important property.
Ž . 2Ž .PROPOSITION 1.3. i For t , t G 0, b g B, and u g L V one has1 2 0
u t q t ; b , u s u t ; b ? t , u t ; b , u s u t ; b ? t , u t ; b , u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 0 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 0
Ž . 2Ž .i For t , t F 0, b g B, and ¤ g L V one has1 2 0
¤ t q t ; b , ¤ s ¤ t ; b ? t , ¤ t ; b , ¤ s ¤ t ; b ? t , ¤ t ; b , ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 0 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 0
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Ž .For b g B and t ) 0 define the linear operator c t, b g
2 1Ž Ž . Ž ..L L V , C V as
c t , b u [ u t ; b , u ,Ž . Ž .0 0
> 2 1Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..and, for b g B and t - 0 define c t, b g L L V , C V as
>c t , b ¤ [ ¤ t ; b , ¤ .Ž . Ž .0 0
Occasionally we consider solutions defined on open intervals. We say
Ž 2Ž .. Ž .that u g C J, L V , where J ; R is an interval, is a solution of 1.3 and
Ž .1.4 on J if for any T , T g J, T F T , one has1 2 1 2
u T s c T y T , b ? T u T .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Solutions of 1.8 and 1.9 on J are defined in an analogous way.
> >Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Put c t, b [ i (c t, b , c t, b [ i (c t, b , where i denotes the2 2 2
1 2Ž . Ž .embedding C V ¤ L V .
An important consequence of Proposition 1.3 is the following cocyle
identity,
Ã Ã Ãc t q t , b s c t , b ? t (c t , b , b g B, t G 0, t G 0, 1.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 2
ÃŽ . 2where we understand c 0, b s Id .L ŽV .
However, as the proof of the next proposition is based in the standard
way on Green's equality, we do not present it here.
PROPOSITION 1.4. For b g B and t ) 0 we ha¤e
U >Ã Ãc t , b s c yt , b ? t ,Ž . Ž .
where U represents the dual operator.
w xHenceforth, the symbol ?‹ ? stands for the duality pairing between
U1 1Ž . Ž .C V and C V .0 0
>Ž . ŽTHEOREM 1.5. For t ) 0 and b g B the operators c t, b and c yt, b ?
XU1 1. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .t extend, respecti¤ely, to the operators c t, b g K C V , C V , c t, b0 0
U1 1Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .g K C V , C V . These extensions are continuous in t, b g 0, ‘ = B.0 0
Also,
X< <c t , b u ¤ s c t , b ¤ u ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
U U1Ž . Ž Ž .for all t ) 0, b g B, u and ¤ g C V . Consequently, c t, b s0 0 0
Ž .X .c t, b .
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Ž .Proof. By the cocycle identity 1.12 one has
t t t
Ãc t , b s c , b ? (c , b , 1.13Ž . Ž .ž / ž /2 2 2
2 2 1ÃŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..with c tr2, b g K L V and c tr2, b ? tr2 g K L V , C V . Tak-0
ing into account Proposition 1.4 one obtains
**t tÃ Ãc , b s c , bž / ž /2 2
U Uyt t yt t
U> >s i (c , b ? s c , b ? ( i .2 2ž / ž /ž /2 2 2 2
We define
Ut t yt t>c t , b [ c , b ? (c , b ? .Ž . ž / ž /2 2 2 2
Ž .Equation 1.13 yields
U Ut t tU Ãc t , b s c , b (c , b ? .Ž . ž / ž /2 2 2
Again by Proposition 1.4 one obtains
Ut yt t yt t> >Ã Ãc , b s c , b ? s i (c , b ? .2ž / ž / ž /2 2 2 2 2
We set
Uyt t t tX >c t , b [ c , b ? (c , b ? .Ž . ž / ž /2 2 2 2
The assertion on duality follows by the definition. The continuous depen-
dence is a consequence of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and the continuity of the
composition of linear operators in the uniform operator topology.
However, as we see now, an easy consequence of the preceding theorem
Ž .is that c t, b is an integral operator with a fairly regular kernel
Ž .Ž . Ž .G t, b ?, ? the Green's function .
XWe write d for the Dirac delta at x g V, and d for the directionalx Ž x, v.
ny1derivative operator at x g V in the direction of v g S . Both d andx
X U1Ž .d are regarded as elements of C V .Ž x, v. 0
For t ) 0, b g B, x g V set
U
G t , b x , ? [ c t , b d , 1.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x
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and
GU t , b x , ? [ c t , b d . 1.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x
2Ž .For u and ¤ in L V one has0 0
<c t , b u x s c t , b u dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 x
U <s c t , b d u s G t , b x , j u j dj , 1.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hx 0 0
V
and
U U <c t , b ¤ x s c t , b ¤ dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 x
U<s c t , b d ¤ s G t , b x , j ¤ j dj .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hx 0 0
V
1.17Ž .
LEMMA 1.6. The mappings,
10, ‘ = B = V 2 t , b , x ‹ G t , b x , ? g C V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
and
U 10, ‘ = B = V 2 t , b , x ‹ G t , b x , ? g C VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
are continuous.
Proof. We prove the result only for G, the proof for GU being similar.
Let t “ t ) 0, b “ b, and x “ x. In particular, d converges weaklyUk k Žk . x Žk .
to d . One hasx
G t , b x , ? y G t , b x , ?Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1k k Žk . Ž .C V
U Us c t , b d y c t , b dŽ . Ž .k k x x Ž .Žk . C V1
U UF c t , b d y c t , b dŽ . Ž . 1k k x xŽk . Žk . Ž .C V
U Uq c t , b d y c t , b d .Ž . Ž . 1x xŽk . Ž .C V
The first term is estimated by
U U
c t , b y c t , b dŽ . Ž .Ž . 1k k x Žk . Ž .C V
U U
U1 1F c t , b y c t , b ,Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..L C V , C Vk k 0 0
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which tends, by Theorem 1.5, to 0 as k “ ‘. One proves that the second
Ž .Uterm approaches 0 by noting that the dual c t, b of the compact
Ž . U Ž .operator c t, b takes weakly convergent sequences into norm conver-
gent ones.
U Ž .Ž .LEMMA 1.7. For each t ) 0, b g B, x, j g V we ha¤e G t, b x, j s
Ž .Ž .G t, b j , x .
Ž .Proof. Let u , ¤ g C V . One has0 0
<c t , b u ¤ s c t , b u x ¤ x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H0 0 0 0
V
s G t , b x , j u j dj ¤ x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 0 0ž /
V V
and
U U<c t , b ¤ u s c t , b ¤ x u x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H0 0 0 0
V
s u x GU t , b x , j ¤ j dj dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 0ž /
V V
w Ž . < x w Ž .U < xHowever, as c t, b u ¤ s c t, b ¤ u , we get0 0 0 0
GU t , b x , j u x ¤ j dx djŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH 0 0
V=V
s G t , b j , x u x ¤ j dx dj ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH 0 0
V=V
whence we derive our assertion in the standard way.
From the definition and Lemma 1.7 it follows directly that G is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution of 1.3 and 1.4 in x on 0, ‘ and a solution of the adjoint
Ž . Ž . Ž .equations 1.8 and 1.9 in j on 0, ‘ .
By
› ›
G t , b x , j resp., G t , b x , j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /› v › vx j
Ž .we denote the directional derivative of G in x resp., in j in the direction
of v g Sny1. The next result shows that the preceding derivatives are
Ž .solutions of the corresponding equations on 0, ‘ .
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ny1Ž .PROPOSITION 1.8. i For t ) 0, b g B, x g V, and v g S we ha¤e
› U XG t , b x , ? s c t , b d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž x , v.› vx
ny1Ž .ii For t ) 0, b g B, j g V, and v g S we ha¤e
›
XG t , b ?, j s c t , b d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž j , v.› vj
Ž . Ž .Proof. We consider only i as case ii is treated similarly. It suffices to
prove that
› U X <G t , b x , ? u s c t , b d u , 1.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 Ž x , v. 0› vx
Ž . Ž .for each u g C V . The right-hand side of 1.18 can be written as0
U X X< <c t , b d u s c t , b u dŽ . Ž .Ž x , v. 0 0 Ž x , v.
›
s G t , b x , j u j dj .Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0ž /› v Vx
Ž . Ž . Ž .Because by Lemma 1.6 ›r› v G t, b is a continuous function of x, j gx
V = V, we can interchange differentiation and integration in the right-
hand expression. But obviously,
› ›
G t , b x , j u j dj s u G t , b x , j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0 0› v › vV x x
The arguments of the proof of Lemma 1.6 easily extend to show the
following.
LEMMA 1.9. The mappings,
›
ny1 10, ‘ = B = V = S 2 t , b , x , v ‹ G t , b x , ? g C V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0› vx
and
›
ny1 10, ‘ = B = V = S 2 t , b , j , v ‹ G t , b ?, j g C VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0› vx
are continuous.
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2. POSITIVE SOLUTIONS
ŽFor a Banach space X consisting of real functions resp., of equivalence
.classes, modulo measure zero sets, of real functions defined on V by Xq
Ž . Žwe denote the standard cone of nonnegative functions resp., of equiva-
.lence classes of functions nonnegative a.e. . It is straightforward that Xq
is a closed convex set such that
Ž .a For each u g X and a G 0 one has a u g X , andq q
Ž .b X does not contain any one-dimensional subspace.q
2 1Ž . Ž . Ž .If X s L V , or X s C V , or X s C V , the cone X is reproduc-q
ing, that is, X q X s X.q q
2Ž . Ž .For X s L V or X s C V , let F denote the partial ordering
induced on X by the cone X ,q
¤ F u , if u y ¤ g X .q
We write ¤ - u if ¤ F u and ¤ / u. The reverse symbols are used in the
standard way.
1Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . ŽThe cone C V resp., C V consists of those u g C V resp.,0 q 0 q 0
1Ž .. Ž . Ž .u g C V for which u x G 0 at each x g V. The cone C V has an0 0 q
1Ž .empty interior, whereas it is easy to verify that the interior of C V0 q
equals
1 1C V [ u g C V : u x ) 0 for x g V andŽ . Ž . Ž .qq0 0
D u x - 0 for x g › V ,Ž . 4n
where D is the derivative in the direction of the unit normal vector fieldn
n 1Ž .n : › V “ R pointing out of V. The partial ordering induced on C V by0
1 1Ž . Ž .C V is denoted by F . For u, ¤ g C V we write u - ¤ if u F ¤ and0 q 1 0 1 1
1Ž .u / ¤ , and u g ¤ is ¤ y u g C V .1 0 qq
Ž .Let e be the nonnegative principal eigenfunction of the Laplacian on
5 5V with Dirichlet boundary conditions normalized so that e s 1. TheCŽV .
standard regularity theory and the maximum principle for elliptic PDEs
yield the following.
1Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. i e g C V .
Ž . Ž .ii e x ) 0 for x g V.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii e x s 0 and D e x - 0 for x g › V.n
1Ž Ž . .In other words, e g C V .0 qq
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Ž .For u g C V define the order-unit norm of u as
5 5u [ inf a ) 0: ya e x F u x F a e x for each x g V .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4e
w xBy Amann 1 , the set
5 5C V [ u g C V : u - ‘Ž . Ž . 4ee
5 5is a Banach space with the norm ? , partially ordered by the relation Fe e
Ž . Ž . Ž .i nduced by the cone C V [ C V l C V with nonempty interiore q e q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C V . Evidently C V embeds set-theoretically in C V . For u, ¤ ge qq e 0
Ž .C V we write u - ¤ if u F ¤ and u / ¤ , and u g ¤ if ¤ y u ge e e e
Ž .C V .e qq
5 5The order-unit norm ? is monotonic, that is, 0 F u F ¤ impliese e e
5 5 5 5u F ¤ .e e
5 5 5 5Because, as can be easily verified from the definition, u F u forCŽV . e
Ž . Ž . Ž .each u g C V , the embedding of C V into C V is continuous.e e 0
Ž . Ž .Moreover, it embeds the cone C V into the cone C V .e q 0 q
Before proceeding further, we introduce a concept that is useful in the
w . n Ž .sequel. Define the mapping g : › V = 0, 1 “ R by the formula g x, t
Ž . 1[ x y tn x . This mapping is easily seen to be of Class C . Further, for
Ž .each x g › V its derivative at x, 0 is an isomorphism. By the inverse
 4 w .function theorem there is a neighborhood U of › V = 0 in › V = 0, 1
< 1such that g is a C diffeomorphism onto its image V. Taking V smaller ifU
necessary we can assume V ; V. Now we define
r [ p ( gy1 ,1
where p is the projection onto the first coordinate. It is straightforward1
that r is a C1 retraction of V onto › V.
1Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. i The natural embedding i: C V ¤ C V is con-0 e
tinuous.
1Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .ii i C V ; C V .0 qq e qq
Ž .Proof. To prove i , suppose by way of contradiction that there is a
‘ 1 1Ž . Ž . 5 5 5 5sequence u ; C V such that u s 1 and u ) k forC ŽV . CŽV .k ks1 0 k k
each k g N. Passing to a subsequence if necessary we can assume that uk
Ž . Ž .converge in the C V -norm to some u g C V . By the definition ofÄ 0
Ž . < Ž < Ž .C V , for each k g N there is x g V such that u x G ke x .e Žk . k Žk . Žk .
Obviously, no such x can belong to › V. Further, there is no subse-Žk .
Ž . < Ž . < Ž .quence of x converging to x g V, because otherwise u x G ke xÄ Ä Ä ÄŽk .
Ž .for each k g N, which contradicts e x ) 0. Now we take a subsequenceÄ
Ž Ž ..denoted again by x converging to x g › V. The continuity of theÄŽk .
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Ž . Ž .retraction r implies lim r x s r x s x. For each sufficiently largek “‘ Žk .
k we have
e x y e r x 1 u x y u r xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Žk . Žk . k Žk . k Žk .
- .
kx y r x x y r xŽ . Ž .Žk . Žk . Žk . Žk .
Ž .The expression on the left-hand side tends, as k “ ‘, to yD e x , whichn
is positive by Lemma 2.1. The mean value theorem tells us that for each
k g N there is x g V belonging to the line segment with endpoints xŽk . Žk .
Ž .and r x , such thatŽk .
› uk
u x y u r x s y x ? x y r x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄŽ .Ž .k Žk . k Žk . Žk . Žk . Žk .›nr Ž x .Žk .
Ž .Because the derivatives of all u s are bounded, this yields D e x s 0, ak n
contradiction.
1Ž . Ž .Assume now that u g C V . It is straightforward that u g C V .0 qq e q
Ž .In order to prove that u g C V it is enough to show that there ise qq
Ž . Ž .K ) 0 such that u x G Ke x for each x g V. Suppose not. Then there is
Ž .‘ Ž . Ž .a sequence x such that u x - ke x for each k g N. EvidentlyŽk . ks1 k Žk .
Ž .each x belongs to V. However, as in the proof of i we prove that eachŽk .
‘Ž .convergent subsequence of x tends to some x g › V, from which itŽk . ks1
Ž .follows that D e x s 0.n
Ž .We proceed now to investigating order-preserving properties of c t, b .
The following theorem is a consequence of the parabolic strong maximum
Ž w x.principle compare problems 3.3.6]3.3.8 in Henry's book 5 .
Ž . 2Ž .THEOREM 2.3. i For t ) 0, b g B and a nonzero u g L V we0 q
1Ž . Ž .ha¤e c t, b u g C V .0 0 qq
Ž . 2Ž . Ž .Uii For t ) 0, b g B and a nonzero ¤ g L V we ha¤e c t, b ¤0 q 0
1Ž .g C V .0 qq
For t ) 0, b g B put
c t , b [ i(c t , b ( I ,Ž . Ž .e
U1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where i: C V ¤ C V , I: C V ¤ C V are the natural embed-0 e e 0
Ž Ž ..dings. The cocyle identity see 1.12 takes the form,
c t q t , b s c t , b ? t (c t , b , b g B, t ) 0, t ) 0. 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e 1 2 e 1 2 e 2 1 2
Ž .Set W to be the product Banach bundle B = C V with base space B ande
Ž .model fiber C V . We define an endomorphism C of the bundle W bye e
the formula,
C b , u s b ? 1, c b u , b g B, u g C V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e e
Ž . Ž .where c b [ c 1, b .e e
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The mapping C is an endomorphism of the Banach bundle W , coveringe
Ž .the homeomorphism f, f b s b ? 1, of the base space B. Its iterates
k  k4‘C , k g N, form the linear skew-product semidynamical system V one e ks1
W . For k g N we write
C k b , u s b ? k , c Žk . b u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .e e
where we denote
c Žk . b [ c b ? k y 1 (c b ? k y 2 ( ??? (c b ? 1 (c b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .e e e e e
The bundle endomorphism CU dual to C ,e e
UUUC b , ¤ [ b ? y1 , c b ¤ , b g B, ¤ g C V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e e e
U UŽ .acts on the dual bundle W s B = C V and covers the inverse homeo-e
y1 y1Ž . Ž .morphism f , f b s b ? y1 . Its iterates form the linear skew-prod-
Ž U .k4‘  k4‘uct dynamical system C dual to C .e ks1 e ks1
Ž )However, as a consequence of Theorem 2.3 we have that c u c 0 fore e
Ž .each b g B and each u g C V , u ) 0. We refer to this property as thee e
 k4strong monotonicity of the linear skew-product semidynamical system C .e
w xThe next theorem is based on results of P. Polacik and I. Terescak 10ÂÏ ÏÏÂ
Žfor an earlier result compare the present author's unpublished manuscript
w x.6 . We begin with introducing some notation: for a subbundle W of W ,1
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4 Ž  4 Ž .we denote W b s u g C V : b, u g W in other words, b = W b1 1 1
.is the fiber of W over b g B . A subbundle W is called in¤ariant if for1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .each b g B from u g W b it follows that c b u g W b ? 1 .1 e 1
THEOREM 2.4. There exists a decomposition of W into a direct sum
W s S [ T of in¤ariant subbundles ha¤ing the following properties:
Ž . Ž .i There is a continuous mapping B 2 b ‹ w g C V suchb e qq
5 5 Ž .  4that w s 1 and S b s a w : a g R . In particular, S has dimensioneb b
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .1 and S b _ 0 ; C V jy C V for any b g B.e qq e qq
UŽ . Ž .ii There is a continuous mapping B 2 b ‹ w g C V suchb e qq
U U5 5 Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž . 4that w s 1 and T b s u g C V : H u x w x dx s 0 . In particu-eb e V b
Ž . Ž . .  4lar, T has codimension 1 and T b l C V s 0 for any b g B.e q
Ž . <iii The mapping C is a bundle automorphism.Se
Ž .iv There are constants D G 1 and 0 - l - 1 such that
Žk . 5 5c b u uŽ . ee 1 1e kF Dl ,Žk . 5 5uc b uŽ . e2e 2 e
Ž . Ž .  4for each b g B, u g T b , u g S b _ 0 , k g N.1 2
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w xProof. According to 10 , W decomposes into a direct sum of invariant
Ž . Ž . Ž .subbundles S and T satisfying i , iii , and iv . Moreover, there is a
U UŽ .continuous mapping B 2 b ‹ w g C V such thatÄb e
U
UŽ . 5 5a w s 1,Ä C ŽV .b e
UŽ . w < x Ž .b u w ) 0 for each b g B and each nonzero u g C V ,Äb e e q
UŽ . Ž .  Ž . w < x 4c T b s u g C V : u w s 0 ,Äe b e
Ž . Ž . U Ž . Ud for each b g B there is k b ) 0 such that c b w sÄe b
UŽ . w x Ž .k b w , where ?‹ ? denotes the duality pairing between C V andÄb?Žy1. e e
UŽ .C V .e
UŽ . Ž .From d we derive by Theorem 1.5 that w g C V for each b g B.Äb e
U UŽ . Ž .  4 Ž .Property b implies w g C V _ 0 . By Theorem 2.3 and d , w gÄ Äb e q b
U U UŽ . 5 5C V for each b g B. Putting w [ w r w completes the proof.Ä Ä ee qq b b b
Ž . Ž Ž ..Define the linear operator P b g L C V ase
U U<P b u [ u w w s u x w x dx w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hb b b be ž /
V
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is easy to verify that P b has kernel T b , has range S b , and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P b ( P b s P b . Hence P b is a projector of C V onto S b . By thee
U Ž .continuity of w and w in b it follows that the assignment B 2 b ‹ P bb b
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. 4g L C V is continuous. The family P [ b, P b : b g B is a bundlee
projection with kernel T and range S .
Ž .The property described in Theorem 2.4 iv is called exponential separa-
tion. With the help of the projection P we can write it as
Žk .Id y P b ? k c b u Id y P b uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ee e kF Dl , 2.2Ž .Žk . P b uŽ .P b ? k c b uŽ . Ž . ee e
Ž . Ž .for b g B, u g C V _ T b , k g N.e
The following theorem is crucial in proving our main results in the next
subsection.
THEOREM 2.5. There is a constant L ) 0 such that for each b g B and
Ž .for each u g C V we ha¤ee q
Id y P b ? 1 c b uŽ . Ž .Ž . e e F L.
P b ? 1 c b uŽ . Ž .e e
Before proving the previous theorem we need a series of auxiliary
results.
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Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.6. i G t, b x, j ) 0 for each x, j g V = V and for
each t ) 0, b g B.
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii G t, b x, j s 0 for each x, j g V = › V j › V = V and
for each t ) 0, b g B.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .iii ›r›n G t, b x, j - 0 for each x, j g › V = V, t ) 0, andx
b g B.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .iv ›r›n G t, b x, j - 0 for each x, j g V = › V, t ) 0, andj
b g B.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .v ›r›n G t, b x, j s ›r›n G t, b x, j s 0 for each x, jx j
g › V = › V, t ) 0, and b g B.
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .Ž . Ž .vi › r›n ›n G t, b x, j - 0 for each x, j g › V = › V, t )x j
0, and b g B.
Ž . Ž .Proof. This is a consequence of 1.14 and 1.15 , Lemma 1.7, Proposi-
tion 1.8, Lemma 1.9 and Theorem 2.3.
1Ž .For b g B define the function G : V “ C V asb 0
G j [ G 1, b ?, j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .b
Ž . Žand the function G : V “ C V as G [ i( G recall that i denotes theb e b b
1Ž . Ž ..embedding C V ¤ C V .0 e
Ž .LEMMA 2.7. i The assignment,
1B 2 b ‹ G g C V , C VŽ .Ž .b e
is continuous.
Ž . Ž .ii G j c 0 for each b g B and j g V.b e
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii ›r›n G j g 0 for each b g B and j g › V.b e
Proof. The corresponding properties hold for the function G byb
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..Lemmas 1.6, 1.7 and 1.9 part i , and Proposition 2.6 parts ii and iii .
Now it suffices to make use of Proposition 2.2.
For b g B and j g V we define
m b , j [ sup a G 0: G j G a e . 4Ž . Ž .b e
Ž .It is easily checked that m is a lower semicontinuous function of b, j g
B = V.
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LEMMA 2.8. The number,
m b , jŽ .
g [ inf : b g B, j g V½ 5G jŽ .b e
is positi¤e.
Proof. Recall that r is a retraction of a neighborhood V of › V in V
Ž .onto › V. By taking the neighborhood V smaller if necessary we can
assume that
›
G j g 0, for all j g V .Ž .b e›nr Ž j .
However, as m is lower semicontinuous, there is e ) 0 such that1
›
G j g y e e, for all b g B and for all j g V .Ž .b e 1›nr Ž j .
Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž . 5By integration we get G j c e j y r j , therefore m b, j G e jb e 1 1
Ž .5y r j .
On the other hand, by continuity there is e ) 0 such that2
›
G j c y e e, for all b g B and for all j g V ,Ž .b e 2›nr Ž j .
5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5from which it follows that G j F e j y r j . Consequently,eb 2
m b , j eŽ . 1G , for all b g B and j g V _› V .
G j eŽ . Ž .C Vb 2
Ž .Now, as G j c 0 for j in the compact set V_int V and the functionb e V
m is lower semicontinuous and positive on V_int V, there is g ) 0 suchV 1
that
m b , jŽ .
G g , for all b g B and j g V_int V .1 VG jŽ . Ž .C Vb
 4We thus proved that g G min e re , g ) 0.1 2 1
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.9. For each b g B and u g C V we ha¤ee q
g c b u e F c b u F c b u e.Ž . Ž . Ž .e e e e ee e
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Ž . 5 Ž . 5Proof. The inequality c b u F c b u e follows by the definition ofee e
Ž .the C V -norm. Further, one hase
c b u s u j G j dj G m b , j u j dj e,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H He b e ž /
V V
and, by Lemma 2.8,
m b , j u j dj e G g G j u j dj e,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H He b ež / ž /
V V
whereas,
G j u j dj s u j G j dj G c b u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hb b ee e e
V V
from which our assertion follows.
The reader familiar with the theory of order-preserving operators in
Ž .ordered Banach spaces notices that Proposition 2.9 implies that Hilbert's
Ž .projective distance between e and c b u is not larger than ylog l,e
Ž .  4uniformly in b g B and u g C V _ 0 . We could therefore say that thee q
 Ž . 4 Žfamily of linear operators c b : b g B is uniformly focusing for more one
w x.Hilbert's projective metric see, e.g., Nussbaum's monographs 8, 9 . How-
ever, I choose to prove the results directly rather than use those concepts.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. By Proposition 2.9 and the definition of P we
have
UP b ? 1 c b u s c b u x w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .He e b?1e
V
UG g e x w x dx c b u . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H b?1 e ež /
V
Ž .  U 4 UFor b g B set m b [ sup a G 0: w G a e . However, as w c 0, web?1 e b?1 e
Ž . Ž .have m b ) 0 for all b g B. The function b ‹ m b is easily seen to be
 Ž . 4 Ž .lower semicontinuous, hence m [ inf m b , b g B is positive. By 2.3 we
obtain
P b ? 1 c b u G gm c b u .Ž . Ž . Ž .e ee e
The assertion of the theorem now follows by noting that the operator
Ž .norms of Id y P b are bounded above.
Ž . Ž .A function u: R = V “ R is called a global solution to E and BC if
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t ‹ u t, ? is a solution of E and BC on y‘, ‘ . However, as a
consequence of Theorem 1.1, for a global solution u the function R 2 t ‹
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1Ž . Ž .u t, ? g C V is continuous. We refer to a global solution u as nontri¤ial0
Ž .if u t, ? / 0 for any t g R. Obviously the set of global solutions forms a
1Ž Ž ..vector subspace of C R, C V .0
Ž .A nontrivial global solution u is said to be globally positi¤e if u t, ? g
Ž .C V for all t g R. Globally negati¤e solutions are defined in an analo-e q
gous way. Denote by P the vector space consisting of all globally positive
Ž . Ž .and all globally negative solutions of E and BC . In particular, the null
solution belongs to P.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.10. If u g P then u t, ? g S a ? t for all t g R.0
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that there is t g R such that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Žu t , ? f S a ? t . By invariance of S one has u t y k, ? f S a ? t y0 0
..k for any k g N. Theorem 2.5 gives
Id y P a ? t y k u t y k , ?Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 e  4F L, for all k g N j 0 .
P a ? t y k u t y k , ?Ž . Ž .Ž .0 e
For the remainder of the proof we drop the symbol of the base point in the
5Ž . Ž .5 5 Ž .5projection P. Put M [ Id y P u t , ? r Pu t , ? . Take a positivee e
Ž .integer k not less than log Mr2 DL rlog l. Exponential separation yields0
Id y P u t , ? c k , a ? t y k Id y P u t y k , ?Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e e 0 0 0 0 es
Pu t , ? c k , a ? t y k Pu t y k , ?Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e e 0 0 0 0 e
id y P u t y k , ?Ž . Ž .0 ek 0F Dl
Pu t y k , ?Ž .0 e
M
k 0F Dl L F ,
2
a contradiction.
Ž .Let P: P “ S a be the linear operator,0
Pu [ u 0, ? .Ž .
THEOREM 2.11. P is a linear isomorphism. Therefore, dim P s 1.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let u g P be such that u 0, ? s 0. Obviously, u t, ? s 0 for
Ž . Ž .all t G 0. Suppose to the contrary that u t , ? / 0, say u t , ? g
Ž .  4 Ž .C V _ 0 , for some t - 0. By Theorem 2.3 u 0, ? c 0, a contradiction.e q e
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This proves that P is a monomorphism. To prove that P is an epimor-
Ž .phism it suffices to find a globally positive solution u such that u 0, ? s
w . For k g N we definea0
Žk .u k , ? [ c a w ,Ž . Ž .e 0 a0
y1Žk .u yk , ? \ c a ? yk w .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .S a ? yke 0 a ?Žyk .0 0
Ž . Ž . ŽHowever, as a result of the cocyle identity 2.1 u k , ? s c k y k , a ?2 e 2 1 0
. Ž .k u k , ? for any two integers k - k . Now, set1 1 1 2
w x w x w xu t , ? [ c t y t , a ? t u t , ? ,Ž . Ž .Ž .e 0
Žfor each t g R_Z. Observe that for such a t we have again by the cocycle
.identity ,
w x w xu t q 1, ? s c t y t q 1, a ? t u t , ?Ž .Ž . Ž .e 0
w x w x w x w xs c t y t q 1, a ? t c t y t , a ? t u t , ?Ž .Ž . Ž .e 0 e 0
w x w xs c 1, a ? t u t , ? ,Ž .Ž .e 0
hence,
u t , ? s c t y t , a ? t u t , ? ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 e 2 1 0 1 1
for any t - t .1 2
APPENDIX: OTHER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Here we briefly outline the results presented in the main body of the
Žarticle carry over to some other boundary conditions at least for the case
.that the principal part of A is in the divergence form .
Assume that the boundary › V of V is a disjoint union of two closed
sets, › V s › V j › V, where › V is of class C 3. The boundary condi-D R R
tions will be the following,
u t , x s 0, t g R, x g › V ,Ž . D
› u XBCŽ .t , x q c x u t , x s 0, t g R, x g › V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . R›b
1Ž n.where b g C › V, R is a nontangential vector field pointing out of V,R
1Ž .and c g C › V is a nonnegative function. We assume for the sake ofR
definiteness that › V / B, because otherwise the results can be obtainedD
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1Ž .in a much simpler way by working in the Banach space L V , as shown by
w xthe author in 7 .
The boundary operator B is defined by
¡u x , for x g › V ,Ž . D~ › uBu x [Ž .
x q c x u x , for x g › V .Ž . Ž . Ž . R¢›b
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .In place of C V we take C V defined as C V [ u g C V :0 B B
iŽ . 4 Ž .u x s 0 for x g › V . The symbols C V , i s 1, 2, are defined in anD B
analogous way.
The first of the major modifications concerns the definition of the
adjoint boundary operator B >,
¡¤ x , for x g › V ,Ž . D
> › ¤~B ¤ x [Ž . >x q c x ¤ x , for x g › V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . R>¢›b
where the nontangential vector field b > and the nonnegative function c >
are chosen so as for the Green's identity to be fulfilled. For explicit
w xformulas the reader is referred to Amann 2 .
Ž .In Section 2 the function e must be defined as the normalized nonneg-
ative principal eigenvalue of the Laplacian on V with the boundary
condition Bu s 0. Lemma 2.1 takes the form
1Ž . Ž .LEMMA A. i e g C V .
Ž . Ž .ii e x ) 0 for x g V j › V.R
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii e x s 0 and D e x - 0 for x g › V.n D
Ž .Accordingly, in further results V resp., › V should be replaced by
Ž .V j › V resp., › V .R D
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